**PETTIBONE** announced its entry into the mobile elevating work platform (MEWP) market. The company is debuting a total of 13 models with work heights ranging from 18.4 to 46 feet. Offered in electric or hydraulic drive configurations, Pettibone’s ANSI A92.20 compliant lifts provide personnel with reliable solutions for safely working at height in indoor or outdoor applications. Key features of the line include a universal drive control box with LED screen, platform extensions with foot pedal control, and large scissor arms for excellent stability and durability. For additional detailed information on Pettibone visit [www.gopettibone.com](http://www.gopettibone.com).

**FLOOD BUZZ™** alarms warn of impending water leaks before they wreak havoc, using a loud, up to 110 dB alert, when it senses a water leak condition. Flood Buzz water leak alarms are the perfect affordable solution for facilities maintenance. Flood Buzz alarms are simple to install with a trouble-free sealed battery that eliminates installation time and costs. Just place the alarm next to any potential leak location and walk away. Several models are available in the Flood Buzz line to easily and inexpensively address all of a facility’s water leak-monitoring needs. Flood Buzz is manufactured and distributed by Archetype Ltd., a New Jersey-based product development and manufacturing group. For more information on Flood Buzz visit [www.FloodBuzzPro.com](http://www.FloodBuzzPro.com).

**BARRON LIGHTING GROUP** announces the addition of their plant-safe soft green LED spectrum products – the GLE-GL green LED vaporight luminaire, the GLE-S green LED exit sign, and the GLE-GL-RKU green LED retrofit kit. The new soft green LED product line is specifically designed for horticulture applications to provide plant-safe, green egress and task lighting. The GLE-GL is a task light used in grow rooms during the dark cycle allowing growers to work on plants with plant-safe green lighting. Available with a UL 924 compliant 90 minute battery backup option, the GLE-GL provides plant-safe egress lighting for grow facilities without disrupting critical photoperiod times. For more information about Barron Lighting Group visit [barronltg.com](http://barronltg.com).

**EMERSON** introduced the ASCO™ Series 158 Gas Valve and Series 159 Motorized Actuator. Designed specifically for burner-boiler applications, the new products give end-users a new combustion safety shutoff valve option that increases safety and reliability and enhances both flow and control. The new valve offers a higher close-off pressure of 75 psi (5.2 Bar) ensures a safe shutoff in the event of a fuel train system failure and eliminates the need for additional safety components. The valve offers a flow rate which is twice that of other combustion valves on the market. As a result, it offers the highest Btu rating in the industry as well as the ability to deal with varying gas inlet pressures — without a reduction in burner performance and operation. For additional information go to Emerson online at [Emerson.com](http://Emerson.com).

**SPECIAL-LITE, INC.** announced a new interior fire-rated product line that complements not only their current fire-rated offerings but also their growing interior architectural product line. The FireSafe20 Interior Fire-Rated Doors are now available to order. The FireSafe20 Interior Fire-Rated Doors come in several finishes and colors, including a stained contemporary wood grain finish (SLI-19-1FR), a stained rustic wood grain finish (SLI-19FR), a lightly-textured sandstone FRP finish.
(SLI-20FR), and the company’s flagship SpecLite 3 pebble-grain FRP, which is extremely durable and graffiti resistant (SLI-17FR). Additionally, these doors can be installed in a variety of framing options, including Omega Interior Aluminum Framing, FR-Series Fire-Rated FRP Framing, and hollow metal framing. For more information, contact Special-Lite at special-lite.com.

**HEMCO** Corporation presents its Softwall Clean Rooms. The Softwall Clean Rooms are designed to meet ISO 5 – ISO 8 requirements and feature a flexible design that allows them to locate over and around equipment, with the option of being mobile with casters. The structural framework is of aircraft anodized aluminum with clear vinyl curtains around the unit. The curtains can be strips or solid, depending on restriction of access, in clear or opaque white vinyl. Fan powered HEPA filter and fluorescent lighting modules along with blank ceiling tiles are positioned into a ceiling grid system and optional entry airlocks can be incorporated into the design. The HEPA filter modules have power cords and speed controls and can operate on 115v or 220v power. For greater, detailed information please visit HEMCO at www.hemcocorp.com.

**NEW PIG** has introduced anti-slip floor signs, markers and mats to visually reinforce the three health precautions — proper social distancing, hand washing, and sanitizing. The safety messages stay in place and will not damage floors, peel, or curl up, so is ideal for entrances, grocery lines, lobbies, and temperature stations. Mats can be sanitized with mop or floor scrubber, vacuumed, or swept off frequently without affecting performance. PIG Social Distancing Floor Sign & Markers reinforce the message of physical and social distancing, whereas the One-Way Directional Arrow Marker directs foot traffic. PIG Social Distancing Floor Mat creates a safe, slip-resistant surface virtually anywhere and traps liquids to help minimize slip and fall hazards. For more information call 1-800-HOT-HOGS or visit www.newpig.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, email Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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